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Desktop Ptc Heater 

 

This Desktop PTC heater was the latest invention 

high quality. It built by a professional design team, 

unique air conditioner with swinging appearance 

and structural patents, reasonable structure, 

double wind wheel design, air is smoother and 

safer, heating, fan dual functions. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

Using a full scientific good quality administration system, very good quality and superior 

faith, we win good standing and occupied this discipline for Factory source China Desktop 

Ptc Heater, We have expanded our small business into Germany, Turkey, Canada, U. S. 

A. , Indonesia, India, Nigeria, Brazil and some other regions from the earth. We're 

performing hard being one from the greatest world suppliers. 

 

Factory source China Desktop Ptc Heater price, Our production have been exported to 

more than 30 countries and regions as first hand source with lowest price. We sincerely 

welcome customers from both at home and abroad to come to negotiate business with us. 

 

This Desktop PTC heater was the latest invention high quality. It built by a professional 

design team, unique air conditioner with swinging appearance and structural patents, 

reasonable structure, double wind wheel design, air is smoother and safer, heating, fan 

dual functions.It was made up with appearance material: pp + flame retardant nylon 

(flame retardant shell is optional).We devoted our selves to desktop PTC heater many 

years,covering most of Europe and the Americas market.We are expecting become your 

long-term partner in china. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

  

N.W. G.W. Carton size color 

1.2kg 1.5kg 23.5*16.5*19cm white/black 

 

Product Feature And Application 

The desktop PTC heater is unique air conditioner with swinging appearance and structural 

patents, reasonable structure, double wind wheel design, air is smoother and safer, 

heating, fan dual functions 
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Deliver,Shipping And Serving 

By sea, by air 30days after the deposit 

 

 

 

 

FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 
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7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 

Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 


